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In [l] Britton gives a "group-theoretic" proof of the unsolvability

of the word problem for finitely presented groups. His proof uses a

very powerful result [l, Lemma 4 (the principal lemma)] on presen-

tations which has become known as Britton's Lemma and has since

been used by several other authors. In the appendix to [l] Britton

states a generalization of this lemma as Theorem A. Britton briefly

indicates how Theorem A can be deduced from the previous lemma

and how it may be further generalized. We give a direct proof of

Theorem A in its most general form which specializes immediately

to Britton's Lemma. Our proof appeals more directly to the theory

of free products with amalgamation.

By E = (S; D) we mean that the group E is presented by generators

5 and relations D. By G = (A*B; H = K, <j>) we mean that G is the free

product of groups A and B amalgamating their subgroups H and K

via the isomorphism </> (<j> will be omitted where the map is obvious

from the context). The notation w = v will mean that w and v are

identical as words, while w = v refers to equality of words as elements

of some appropriate group.

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the normal

form for free products with amalgamation:

Lemma 1. Suppose G—(Ax*A2; Hx = H2, <p) and let w = hgx ■ ■ ■ gn

(w^ 1), where hEHx=H2 and giEAviih where v(i)7±v(i+l), so that the

gi lie in alternating factors. Then if w = 1 in G there is some i such that

giEHx = H2.

P will denote a set of letters indexed by a set V. We write p(v)

rather than p, to avoid several levels of subscripting. Let E = (S; D)

be any presentation and assume P and 5 are disjoint. A presentation

E* is said to have stable letters P and corresponding basis E if it has

the form

E* = (S, P; D, p(yi)-lAiP(zi) = B{(i E I)),

where y,-, z,G V and At and Bi are words over S.2
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NSF-GP 6132.
2 The concept of stable letters is motivated by a similarity to inner automorphisms

'and by an analogy to internal states of a Turing machine. See [3, Chapter 12], in this

connection.
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We write p(y)~p(z) if p(y) =p(z) in the free group obtained

from F* by setting all the letters of S equal to 1. Let K(v)

= {iE:I: p(yi)~P(v)} denote the induced equivalence classes in I.

A(v) denotes the subgroup of E generated by the At such that

i^K(v), and similarly for B(v).

E* as above satisfies the generalized isomorphism condition (GIC) if

for each K(v) the map Ai-^Bt (i£zK(v)) defines an isomorphism

between A(v) and B(v).

Let T, U be words over 5 and let y, z€zV. We say Tp(y) produces

p(z) U if the Tp(y) can be transformed into p(z) U by a sequence of

operations of the form

XAiP(Zi)Y^ Xp(yt)BtY   or    XAj1p(yi) Y-» Xp(z%)B? Y,

where X, Y are words over 5.

It can be shown that if Tp(y) produces p(z) U, then T is a word in

A(y), say T=w(Ai), and U the corresponding word w(B,) in B(y).

Moreover Tp(y) =p(z)U in E*.

A word W involves the letter p if either p or p~x is a subword of W.

(In particular, the word pp~x involves p.)

Theorem A. Suppose E* as above satisfies the GIC. Then

(I) F is embedded in E* and

(II) if W= 1 in E* where Winvolves at least one letter p€E.P, then W

contains a subword (1) p(y)~lCp(z) or (2) p(y)Cp(z)_1 where C is a

word over S. In case (1), C is equal in E to a word w(At)^A(y) and

w(A()p(z) produces p(y)w(B{). In case (2), C is equal in E to a word

w(Bi)E;B(y) and w(Ai)p(z) produces p(y)w(Bt).

Proof. Let [a(v)(v£zV)] denote the free group generated by the

a(v). Generally, (Q) denotes the subgroup generated by the set Q.

Define the (ordinary) free products:

F = [a(v)(v G V)] * E,        G= [b(v)(v G V)] * E.

Consider the subgroups Mv = (a(yi)~lAia(zi)(iEK(v))) of F and

N, = (btydBMzd-^eKiv))) of G.
Then M, = M, if and only if K(v) =K(t). Also (M„ Mt)^Mv*Mt if

K(v) 9^K(t) and (Mv, E)=MV*E for each v as subgroups of F. Similar

considerations apply to the Nv in G.

By the GIC it follows that Af,=A, by the obvious map. Now we

put

Y = (a(y<)-lA<a(z<)(i G /)> * E C F,

Z = (6(y.)5,-6(z,)-1(t G /)> * E C G.
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Hence Y=Z under the map E—>E and MV—>NV, i.e., a(yi)~1Aia(zi)

-^b(yi)Bib(Zi)~1 for each i. Now setting

E = (S, a(v), b(v)(v EV);    D, a(yi)-1Aia(zi) = ft(y,)2Jift(z,)-1(i G /)),

we see immediately that £=(F*G; Y = Z). The map S—>S, p(v)

—>a(v)b(v) embeds E* in E. To see this, observe that the relations of

E are exactly the relations of E* under this map, so it is certainly a

homomorphism. Moreover, if a word W(S, p(v))—>W(S, a(v)b(v)) = l

in E, W must also equal 1 in the group T obtained from E by setting

b(v) =1. But clearly T^E* via the map 5—>5, a(v)^>p(v). Since the

composite of all these maps is the identity on E*, W(S, p(v)) = 1 in

E*. Hence E is embedded in E* and E by S->S for £C Y=Z.

Now to prove the theorem we may assume W is freely reduced in

£*and

W = Sxp(vx) lS2p(v2) s • • • Snp(vn) nSn+1,

where wj& 1 and all a^O and SiEE. Since W= 1 in E* we must have

for its embedded image in E

W m Sx(a(vx)b(vx))aiS2 ■ ■ ■ Sn(a(vn)b(vn))anSn+1 = 1        in I.

Notice that a(v)EF\Y, b(v)EG\Z and StEY = Z since I

= (F*G; Y=Z). By hypothesis «^1. From Lemma 1 we conclude

that for some i one of the following holds:

(1) a,<0 and ai+i>0 and a(i>,-)-1Si+ia(z\+1)G Y.

(2) «i>0 and ai+i<0 and b(vi)Si+xb(vi+i)-iEZ.

(3) a, <0 and ai+i^0 and a(vi)~1Si+iE Y.

(4) a,->0 and a,+i^0 and b(vi)Si+xEZ.

But cases (3) and (4) are clearly impossible. So consider case (1).

It follows from notation and free products that a(vt)~l Si+xa(vi+x)EMt

for some v, since Y=E*R where R is the free product of the distinct

Mv and such a word must have free product normal form length 1

(cancelling a(v) pairs must come from generators of the same Mv by

our notation). Hence Si+x — w(Ai) in E for w(At)EA(v). Indeed, we

have
TO

a^i^Si+xa^Vi+i) = JJ a(tj)~1A I'-afo+O
y-i

and

m

w(Ai) = H A{s,    where   6/ = ± 1
y-i

and a(vi)=a(tx) and a(/m+i)=a(»,+i) and where the a(Jy)-1.4Jta(^+1)
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are generators of Mv or their inverses. Hence W contains a subword

equal to
*(»i)-IaW-1w(^i)a(>i+i)H».-+i),

which as a word of F* has the form p(vi)~1w(Ai)p(vi+x). But in E we

have
a(t),-)_15»+ia(»l+i) = afyJ-^Afia^i+x)

= b(vi)w(Bi)b(vi+x)-1,

where w(At)EA(v) and w(Bi)£B(v). Moreover, p(vi)~1w(Ai)p(vi+x)

= w(B{) and w(At)p(vi+x) produces p(vi)w(Bt) by use of the relations

corresponding to the sequence of a(tj)'s. This completes the proof in

the situation arising in case (1) of the theorem.

Similarly, case (2) can be handled by the dual proof.||

Corollary 1. Let E* and E be as in Theorem A. Let re be a positive

integer. Then E* has elements of order re if and only if E has elements of

order re.

Proof. The claim is true for E (and hence F*) by properties of

free products with amalgamation, see [2].||

A group G = En = F„_i = • • • = F0 = E is called a Britton tower over

E if each F,^F,_i satisfies the conditions for E*>,E of Theorem A.

Corollary 2. Let G be a Britton tower over E. Let re be a positive

integer. Then G has elements of order re if and only if E has elements of

order re.

Proof. By induction and Corollary l.||

In the special case

F* = (S, P; D, p(yi)-lAip(yi) = Bt (« £ /)),

we have p(v)~p(w) if and only if p(v) =p(w). Then the GIC becomes

the isomorphism condition of Britton (see [l] or [3, Chapter 12]).

Also Tp(v) produces p(w)U implies p(v)=p(w). Hence Theorem A

just becomes Britton's Lemma. A consequence of E being embedded

in E* is a well-known theorem of Higman, Neumann and Neumann

(see [3, Chapter ll]).
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